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your email address, you agree to receive emails from Shmoop and confirm that it is over 13 years old. O me, what was beyond here? However tell me no, for I've heard everything. Here's much to hate, but more with love. (I.i.) Romeo makes his first appearance moments after the prince
ends the fight between the Montagues and Capulz. These lines prove that Romeo is tired of the enmity between the two families. He compares the hatred of families to his love for Raleen, which establishes a close connection between the love and violence that runs throughout the play. I'm
so scared, it's bad for my mind; some consequences, while hanging on to the stars, must begin bitterly. Romeo agrees to take part in the Capulz ball, but he fears his decision may set up a chain of events that will lead to tragedy. Throughout the play we have a strong sense that Romeo and
Juliet cannot escape their own destiny. When Romeo says the consequences of his decision are hanging on the stars, he reminds the audience that Prolog's star-studded lovers are doomed. O.O. Deth taught the torches to burn brightly. It looks like he's hanging out into the night as a rich
jewel in I.v.'s ear, these lines express Romeo's first impression of Juliet. In discussing his love for Rossaline, Romeo uses stagnant stereotypes drawn from Petrarchan's love poem, which was popular in Shaktor's day. As soon as he sees Juliet, Romeo's language takes on a remarkable and
original quality that suggests that his passion for him is authentic. But soft, what light breaks through the Yoder window? It's east, and Juliet is the sun. (II.ii.) As Romeo approaches Juliet's bedroom, he describes him in a language drawn from astronomy, such as suns, moons and stars.
These grandius images suggest that Romeo believes that his love for Juliet is not earthly, but transcendent. Juliet itself is a force the size of the sun, the literal center of the universe. However, astronomical images also remind spectators that Romeo and Juliet are starred —in other words,
they have death fat. The lines below read Arise, Sun Fair and Kill the Envyed Moon and suggest that Romeo's love for Juliet planted his previous and weaker shaft with Raleen. With wings of love style do i o'erperch these walls, for stony limits can't keep love. (II.ii.) Juliet asks Romeo how
he managed to get to his bedroom, and that's his answer. These lines show that for Romeo, love is freedom. As a lover, he can ignore the boundaries set by the feud between the Montagues and Yet Romeo's words also show that he retains a primarily abstract and poetic understanding of
love, more fantasy than reality. Sweet Julieti beauty hath made me effeminate and bravery in my soft-steel mood! (III.i.) When Tybault kills Mercutio, Romeo regrets not fighting the Tybault himself. This is a turning point in Romeo's story. Until now, Romeo has been trying to free himself
from the feud between the Montagues and Capulz, as well as the manly code of honor that continues feudalism. When she blames Juliet for efaminating her, she once again embraces the masculine code. Let's talk, it's not the day. (III.v.) This line is the first moment in the play that it seems
Romeo and Juliet may have a chance to talk about something beside their love for each other. However, this chance never comes, as Romeo has to flee Verona. This moment emphasizes that Romeo and Juliet's love is new and immature. Part of the drama tragedy is that lovers will never
have a chance of an adult relationship. I disobey you, stars! (V.i.) Romeo refuses to accept Juliet's death. He decides to return to Verona, but his attempt to defy Stars only succeeds in bringing his tragic fate, which emphasizes that the fate of lovers is inevitable. Since Prolog points to the
fate of star-passing lovers, every subsequent reference to the stars, or to the sky in general, reminds audiences of the tragic fate awaiting lovers, and their inability to prevent it, try as much as they may. My bare weapon's out of business, I'll get you back. (1.1.) Romeo and Juliet's act opens
with Samson boasting that he is a violent man. When some of Montague's servants appear, they pull his sword and ask his companion Gregory to start an argument that might lead to a fight. This opening proves that Verona is a place where violence can fall apart over nothing. Samson and
Gregory and their Montague opponents are all afraid to break the law, which reminds us that the punishment for fighting every bit is as harsh as the fight itself. From the beginning of the play, all the young men involved in feudal fall between two threats of violence: the violence of their
enemies and the violence of the prince, who has threatened to execute anyone who continues to be hostile. This helps create a sense of incarceration of the play. He rests his mini, one, two and third in his bosom; the very butcher of a silk button, duel, duel (2.4) Mercutio makes a mockery
of Tybalt's fighting style. By the time Schpeier was writing, a new style of fencing (fencing) had just arrived from Italy. Taybault fences in this style that allow Schpeer to add a bit of local Italian color to his Verona. At the same time, in these Mercutio lines, Thumbspier is amusing in the new
trend in the UK. Although Mercutio mocks Tybault, we feel fundamental admiration for Tybault's ability as a fighter. It doesn't come as a surprise when Mercutio is tempted to test his skill against Tybalt, with the results deadly. They made the meat of the worms from me (3.1.) Mercutio fights
the tybault and receives a fatal wound. As he dies, he continues to talk to his usual cynical wit. He imagines himself after his death in a completely physical and highly non-romantic way: as meat for worms. This is a turning point in the game. Until now violence has only been threatened and
for characters and spectators alike has been more a source of excitement than sadness. Now one of the most intriguing characters in the play is dying. From this point on, the violence of the play will be brutal and relentless. Taybault will die, then Paris, and finally Romeo and Juliet. Romeo
and Juliet, one of Thumbspier's iconic adventures, is a play about their star-studded lovers and romance, doomed from the start. It is one of Rance English's most famous plays, constantly teaching and stinging in high schools and colleges to date. While their families are hostile to death,
Romeo and Juliet-two young lovers are caught between the far worlds. The unforgettable play is filled with fights, secret marriages and timely deaths—along with some of Thumbspier's most famous lines. Romeo and Juliet's romance is perhaps the most famous in all literature. Despite the
objections of their families, young lovers will do anything to be together, even if they have to meet (and get married) secretly. The characters give voice to some of Speier's most romantic speeches during their private appointments. What grief prolongs Romeo's watch? Not having him, they
did, will cut them short. In love?'' out—''Out of love?'' in his favor, where I love you. (Benvolio and Romeo; Act 1, Scene 1) A fairer one than my love? SunNe'er saw everyone seeing his race start from the world premiere. (Romeo, 2011) Rule 1, Scene 2) Did my heart ever love you? I swear,
look, because I've seen real beauty by this night (Romeo; 2011) Rule 1, Scene 5) My grace is as limitless as the sea, my love as deep. The more I give you, the more I have, the infinite for both. (Juliet, 2014) Act 2, Scene 2) Good night, good night. Parting is such a sweet sadness that I
have to say goodnight until it is Morrow. (Juliet, 2014) Act 2, Scene 2) See how she leans her cheek upon her hand. Oh, that I had a glove on that hand that I might touch that way! (Romeo, 2011) Act 2, Scene 2) These violent delights have violent ends And in their triumph die, like fire and
powder,Which, as they kiss, consume. (Friar Lawrence; Rule 2, Scene 3) Schukspier's young lovers come from two families—the Montagues and capullets— who are each other's sworn enemies. Tribes have kept their ancient grudges alive for years. Romeo and Juliet have each betrayed
their last names in love with each other. Their story shows what happens when this sacred bond is broken. What, drawn and talking about peace? I hate the words that I hate from hell, all the Montagues and you. (Tybalt; Act 1, Scene 1) O Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo? Deny
your father and reject your name, or if you don't wither, but you swore my love, and I would not be Capullet anymore. (Juliet, 2014) Act 2, Scene 2) What's in a name? That we're called Roseby, every other word smells sweet. (Juliet; 2014) Act 2, Scene 2) Plague o' both of your homes!
From the very beginning of the play, Mercutio declares Romeo and Juliet as a story of destiny and destiny. Young lovers are star-studded and doomed to sick wealth, and their romance can only lead to tragedy. The play unfolds with an inevitable tragedy reminiscent of the Greek tragedy, as
moving forces slowly crush young innocents trying to defy them. Two households, both alike in dignity (in Fair Verona, where we put our scene), from breaking ancient grudges to new rebellions, where civic blood makes civil hands impure. From the front are the deadly loins of these two
foesA pairs of star lovers passing their lives; Whose adventures are the terrible overthrows of the two with their deaths bury their parents' strife. (Chorus; Prologue) The black fate of this day depends on more doth days. This but it begins wow others must come to an end. (Romeo, 2011)
Rule 3, Scene 1) E, I'm a Fortune fool! (Romeo, 2011) Act 3, Scene 1) 1)
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